St Clement’s
Catholic Primary School

Summer Challenges 2018
Name _____________
We have set some challenges over the last few summer holidays in an attempt to keep some momentum
going with reading and writing in particular.
Summer 2016’s challenge was to send a postcard from wherever you visited be it far flung, local, a day out
or an extended break. We had a fabulous display of ‘Wish you were here!’ messages from all around the
world; if you would like to send a postcard this year too we would be delighted to receive them in the post!
2017’s challenge was to read as many different types of text in as many unusual places as you could – we
had hundreds of photos of ‘extreme reading’ including Mrs James in her wedding dress!
This summer the challenge is to read every day as well as to complete ‘Bingo Challenge’ – this has some
ideas that may add to your enjoyment over the holiday, keep your brain ticking over as well as help keep a
healthy body and positive mind-set.
In addition to the challenges we have set you, the library Summer Reading Challenge is taking place and
you can also complete the ‘Race Across the Galaxy!’ challenge set by Change for Life.

When I’m reading, I’m succeeding…..
Can you read for at least 10 minutes every day during the holiday to make sure you continue to be a top
reader? You could read fiction or non-fiction books, newspapers, comics, websites, recipes or instruction
manuals – the choice is yours!
Either colour, date or put a sticker in a square each time you have read for the day.
If you read every day for 10 minutes, that is only seven hours of reading….you could double it or even triple
it!
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Bingo Challenge
These are some ideas here to keep you busy and happy during the holiday; some boxes have been left
blank for you to set your own imaginative challenge! Try to complete each challenge. Overleaf there is a
blank bingo sheet for you to draw a picture or stick on a memento and date the day/s you completed each
challenge. Good luck!
1 Memorise a verse from a
poem.

2 Handwrite a letter to
someone special.

3 Make a den in your house
or garden

4

5 Grow something in a pot –
perhaps something you
can eat.

6 Sort out your toys and
books and donate some to
charity.

7 Make a picnic and head
off somewhere beautiful
to eat it.

8 Make up a dance routine
to your favourite song.

9 Try a new fruit or
vegetable.

10 Practise your ‘Skip2bFit’
skills regularly.

11 Look at the digits on
vehicle number plates –
either add or multiply
them.

12 Find out about something
new that interest you.

13 Bake a cake, scones or
biscuits.

14

15 Think of a skill that you
want to get better at. Try
to improve it.

16 Do something by yourself
that you would normally
depend on someone else
for.
19 Stay up late on a warm
summer’s evening and
watch the sunset.

17 Pay a visit to your library;
join and complete the
Summer Reading
Challenge.
20 Make a daisy chain and
give it to someone you
care about.

18 Go on a really long bike or
scooter ride.

22 When you are sharing
fruit, pizza etc talk about
the portion sizes in
fractions.
25 Design a treasure hunt for
your family or friends.

23 Learn about a country you
would like to visit one day.

24 Use your estimating skills
whenever you can for
time, weight and other
measures.
27 Do something that you
have never tried or done
before.

26

21 Be a nature detective How
many birds can you spot
and name?

Bingo Challenge
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